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Abstract Developers of context-aware applications are

faced with a tough challenge: powerful privacy controls are

essential to maintain user trust, but they are also hard to use

and not adequate in all situations. To address this tradeoff,

we present Super-Ego, a crowdsourcing framework for

privacy management of location information in ubiquitous

environment. We study how crowdsourcing can be used to

predict the user’s privacy preferences for different location

on the basis of the general user population. The crowd-

sourcing methods are evaluated in a 2-week user study in

which we tracked the locations of 30 subjects and asked

them to provide privacy preferences for the locations they

had visited. Our results show that by employing simple

methods for semantic analysis of locations and by profiling

the user’s privacy inclination, our methods can accurately

predict the privacy preferences for 80 % of the user’s

locations. By employing semi-automatic decision strate-

gies, which ask the user to decide regarding the privacy of

some of the locations, the accuracy rate raises to 90 %.

Keywords Context awareness � Privacy �
Crowdsourcing � Usability

1 Introduction

Ensuring users’ privacy is becoming a major challenge in

context-aware applications. As mobile applications

increasingly rely on automatic context sensing to simplify

and personalize services to users, users may find it difficult

to trust the process in which services collect and use their

context information. Users need to know that their infor-

mation is collected and used in a way which is consistent

with their expectations. Otherwise, their information might

be taken out of its intended context, and used in ways

which may harm their privacy. This is becoming a major

challenge for designers of context-based systems due to

two trends. The first trend is the huge advancement of

mobile technology that simplifies the way application

collect diverse context information, including exact phys-

ical location, proximity to other users, interaction with

other users, calendar information and so forth. The second

trend is the wide adoption of social networks, which

increases the possible use of context information. Context

information can now be reported to friends, family, co-

workers and other social relations, complicating privacy

risks and making them tangible to users.

Current theories highlight the inherent challenges in

protecting privacy in context-aware applications, and in

particular in systems that are used for sharing information

between users. Helen Nissenbaum’s contextual integrity

theory explains why transmitting information from the

original context to a new context erodes the trust in the

system [19]. For instance, information about the user’s

location, which can be safely shared with work colleagues

during work hours, can harm the trust in the system if the

information is shared with the same people during the

night. Users’ sense of privacy is correlated with the control

they have over their information [20]. However, control-

ling how information is collected and shared has its cost:

control is directly contrasted against the user-burden

involved in setting and adapting privacy settings [23].

Context-aware applications strive to act independently, but

this can lead to a compromised sense of privacy if systems

use information in contexts that the user did not anticipate

and cannot control.
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In this paper, we ask the following question: how can

crowdsourcing be used to improve privacy management of

context-aware applications? Crowdsourcing is used exten-

sively in ubiquitous computing to gather information from

the public: from finding out restaurant rating to tracking

traffic conditions. In this work, we extend the notion of

crowdsourcing to gathering privacy preferences from

individual users, and we evaluate how this information can

be used to augment privacy management. Let us walk

through a typical scenario: a location-based dating service,

which is installed on the user’s smartphone, similarly to

applications such as Grindr, Skout or Girls-Around-Me.

The dating application requires the location of the user

when other users wish to see whether there are possible

romantic partners nearby . The dating application would

request the location from a privacy crowdsourcing frame-

work. The framework would aggregate the privacy pref-

erences decisions of the general user population and predict

whether a particular user would be interested in sharing the

current location. Based on this prediction, the privacy

framework would either provide the current location to the

application, deny it, or let the user decides if no confident

decision can be made automatically. For instance, if the

user is currently sitting in a coffee shop, a place with high

probability of being shared [25], then the framework would

tend release it. On the other hand, if the user is currently at

home, the framework would delegate the decision to the

user.

To examine the feasibility of crowdsourcing in privacy

management for context-aware computing, we intend to

define and evaluate a model that can be used to develop

applications that rely on crowdsourcing. To this end, we

identify two major research questions:

1. How can crowdsourcing be used for predicting privacy

preferences of an individual user?

2. How can crowdsourcing produce trustworthy and

accurate privacy decisions?

Crowdsourcing can benefit privacy management if we can

identify meaningful patterns in the privacy preferences

[13]. We have multiple evidence that this is indeed the case

in privacy preferences related to location and context

information: empirical research shows that users consis-

tently discriminate between location context disclosure,

believing that some locations are more private than others

[4, 5, 16, 17] and that privacy patterns are shared between

large number of users [1, 25].

To evaluate our method, we present ‘‘Super-Ego’’, a

framework for crowdsourcing privacy preferences in

location context. The framework controls the flow of

context information from the mobile phone to context-

aware applications. As in Sigmund Freud’s structural

model, where the Super-Ego plays the critical and

moralizing role in our mental life, our framework plays a

similar role in the lifecycle of context information in

context-aware applications. Similarly, it is a channel for

relating the individual user to the preferences of the soci-

ety. When a context-aware application requires a location

context information, it requests the location from Super-

Ego, which uses a crowd-opinion model and a mixture of

automatic and manual decision making strategies. The first

version of Super-Ego was presented in [24] as a general

framework for filtering sensitive information in mobile

operating system environment. In this paper, we develop

and evaluate methods for privacy decision making based

on crowdsourcing. We embed our methods in Super-Ego,

exemplifying how crowdsourcing can be used as part as

privacy mechanisms in mobile operating systems.

The crowdsourcing model is empirically evaluated using

a dataset of privacy preferences for location disclosure. The

dataset includes preferences by 30 participants, given in a

period of two weeks. Our results show that crowd knowl-

edge is useful for predicting individual privacy preferences

and that two mechanisms are crucial for generating quality

predictions: (a) semantic analysis of the location content

(i.e., learning from crowd opinions on location with similar

activity patterns); (b) analysis of individual privacy

approaches and biases. Furthermore, our results show that

semi-automatic strategies exhibit an optimal balance

between accuracy and automation. Finally, in our proposed

architecture, all privacy preferences are stored in a cen-

tralized server, an architecture that can potentially harm the

privacy of users. Section 6.2 discusses possible protections

for the crowd information, using anonymization techniques

and architectural solutions to protect the privacy of users

that contribute the preference data.

To summarize, the contributions of the papers are

threefold: (a) proposing a novel architecture for crowd-

sourcing of privacy management in context-aware com-

puting; (b) developing and empirically evaluating models

for privacy preferences prediction, including semantic

analysis of places and analysis of individual privacy biases;

(c) analyzing the properties of automatic and semi-auto-

matic decision strategies with respect to accuracy, auto-

mation and overall efficiency.

2 Related work

Privacy in context-aware systems is a growing concern to

consumers, system designers and regulators. Consumer

uproar regarding the mishandling of location data on

iPhone and Android phones illustrates the sensitivity of

users’ location [2]. In current mobile operating systems,

such as the iOS 4 and Android 2.3, controlling location

context is extremely limited, basically allowing users to
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allow or disallow an application to access the location API.

In this ‘‘all or nothing’’ approaches to location context

utilization, users cannot differentiate between private

locations, which they do now wish to disclose, and loca-

tions they do wish to disclose. However, mounting

empirical evidence shows that users have detailed prefer-

ences regarding disclosure of specific locations. The will-

ingness of users to share their location depends on the

specific identity of the person receiving the location [4], the

activity of the user in the location [16], the time and place

[5] and the properties of the location, for example, the

variety of people that visit the location [25]. Therefore, we

believe that frameworks for managing location context

information should be able to provide users with fine-

grained and usable control over individual locations.

Context-aware applications use context information

about the state of people, places, and objects, to adapt the

applications’ behavior [9]. As information about the state

of the users is inherently private, the tension between pri-

vacy and context awareness is an ever challenging research

question [15]. This tension has been addressed by using

technologies such as rule-based access control mechanism

[5, 7, 14, 23], by automatically learning user’s ongoing

privacy behavior and suggesting modifications to their

privacy behavior [8], by limiting the level of detail given

about a location [11] and by nudging users toward more

secure privacy behaviors using salient information [3].

Our work complements these research efforts by

exploring crowdsourcing as a way to predict privacy

preferences in situations when an explicit user decision is

unavailable or to hard to obtain. In crowdsourcing, the

collective intelligence of a crowd is harnessed to solve a

difficult problem that cannot be solved directly using

computation or human efforts. In many ubiquitous com-

puting applications, users benefit from a general model of

their physical environment. The ability of many people to

contribute implicitly or explicitly to generate such a model

is increasingly used in ubiquitous computing applications.

As crowdsourcing does not necessarily depends on the

user’s own input, it can be used in situations where the

user’s privacy preferences are missing, not yet expressed or

too complicated to be expressed. For example, crowd-

sourcing can augment methods for suggesting privacy rules

for users, such as the method suggested by Cranshaw et al.

[8], by exploring privacy preferences from large number of

users. Furthermore, crowdsourcing can be used to analyze

and to assess user-controllable privacy management,

comparing the user’s policies to the general population,

discovering patterns, guidelines and anomalies.

Crowdsourcing is used in ubiquitous computing for

creating knowledge models of physical surroundings.

Crowdsourcing is used for gathering geographical knowl-

edge [13], assembling geo-wikis [21], locating objects

(e.g., DARPA’s red balloons1), detecting traffic conges-

tions2, reporting crisis information on a map [22], provid-

ing venue ranking and recommendations [28, 29] and

allowing citizens to report local problems3. As similar

places have similar patterns of privacy preferences [25],

privacy preferences can be viewed as an intrinsic property

of a geographical location. As preferences vary from user

to user, the main challenge faced by this research is to

explore how crowdsourcing can be useful in our context.

The challenge of variability is twofold: to analyze prefer-

ences in spite of variability within the crowd and to pro-

duce meaningful information even if the user’s privacy

preferences are different than the crowd’s. This challenge

is similar to the one that venue ranking algorithms face

when recommending a place to a new user [28], and we

employ similar approaches to handle preference variation.

3 Crowdsourcing framework

In this section, we introduce Super-Ego, our privacy pref-

erences framework. We describe the architecture of Super-

Ego, show how crowdsourcing is embedded within the

framework and explain how it is used to make decisions

regarding the user’s privacy preferences. We explain two

key concepts of ubiquitous privacy crowdsourcing: quality

control of crowd-sourced privacy predictions and user

engagement in handling decisions.

3.1 Architecture

Super-Ego is based on a simple architecture that enables

privacy-sensitive context awareness. Current mobile oper-

ating systems provide an API (Application Programming

Interface) that is used by mobile application to access

context information and other operating system resources.

The Super-Ego framework is positioned between the ori-

ginal operating system API and the mobile application. In

our approach, mobile applications access context using the

framework, which decides whether to grant access to the

context information. As Fig. 1 depicts, when a mobile

application requests a location context information from

the operating system API, the request is forwarded to the

Super-Ego framework. If the request is granted, then the

mobile application received the location coordinates (or

any additional context). Otherwise, the mobile application

does not receive the location and should be able to handle

the rejection in a user-friendly way. Decisions are made by

1 http://archive.darpa.mil/networkchallenge/.
2 Waze, http://www.waze.com.
3 FixMyStreet. http://Fixmystreet.org.uk.
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the user, or are made automatically if enough information

is available to make an accurate decision.

The decision making process includes a mixture of

automatic and manual decision strategies. If the decision is

received manually, then the content of the decision is

stored in a crowd model, which is hosted on a centralized

server. The crowd model stores all prior disclosure deci-

sions by all users of Super-Ego, as privacy preferences

relating to a specific geographical location. Each Super-

Ego client securely sends the privacy preferences given by

all users of the systems to a centralized server, where

preferences are stored in reference to the respective loca-

tion they were recorded in. The crowd model is used by the

prediction engine to predict the user’s privacy preferences

for a given location. The decision engine computes the

response to the location requests based on the prediction.

The response regarding a particular location request can be

one of three outcomes: disclose—to accept the request,

deny—to reject the request, or manual—to let the user

decide. If the response is disclosed, then the location is

returned to the mobile application. If the response is to

deny the request, then the function throws an exception that

the calling application needs to handle. If the response is

manual, then the user is presented with a user interface that

asks whether to release the location to the current appli-

cation. We assume that all location requests are done

through the operating system’s APIs and therefore that the

application can be identified. From this point, Super-Ego

would follow the user’s decision and document that deci-

sion for further use.

In our architecture, Super-Ego is embedded within the

operating system and is used by application as the sole

method for accessing the user’s location information.

Currently, Super-Ego is implemented on Android 2.3

mobile operating system. The library wraps most of the

native location API and provides access through a set of

methods that first call the decision engine.

3.2 Crowdsourcing methods

In this section, we define a series of methods that make use

of the crowd knowledge for privacy management. In this

section, we define these methods in a methodological way,

formulating the fundamental research questions of this

paper. After the crowd preferences are collected, there are

two further steps in the privacy management process:

predicting the user’s privacy preferences and making the

privacy management decision. Predicting privacy prefer-

ences raises several questions regarding the way crowd

opinions can be summarized and analyzed. We unfold

several methods of privacy preferences prediction analysis,

each based on a different analysis of the crowd opinions,

and each encapsulates a hypothesis we evaluate in this

paper. Specifically, we look at two methods for analyzing

crowd opinions: place-based prediction and semantic-based

prediction.

In place-based prediction, the crowd’s privacy prefer-

ences are aggregated according to the geographical context

of the preferences. For example, if users are comfortable

sharing their location when they are in the faculty of

engineering, then a new user might have similar prefer-

ences when visiting the faculty. Place-based prediction

builds on that assumption, predicting the preferences for a

given place according to the preferences by existing users.

Naturally, this type of aggregation model is limited, as it is

useful only if the user had visited the exact same physical

place as the crowd. It requires users to visit, and provide

preferences, to similar places. Our empirical results con-

firm the intuition that the method would not work for

places which are not visited by a large number of users,

such as users’ homes.

In semantic-based prediction, the privacy preferences

are predicted based on analyzing the semantic meaning of a

given place. A place is semantically different than another

if it is geographically distant and if the set of activities

taking place in the places are different. In semantic-based

prediction, the framework aggregates the crowd prefer-

ences from places with similar semantic categories. For

example, to predict whether a user would be willing to

share the location of her workplace, the framework would

analyze the extent to which other users are willing to share

the location of their workplaces. We hypothesize that there

will be a correlation between the semantics of a place and

the patterns of its privacy preferences. The semantic-based

prediction method can bridge the main limitation of the

place-based prediction, as it can be used to draw predic-

tions for places that the crowd have not actually visited.

Central Super-Ego 
Server

Mobile Operating System

Context-
Aware Mobile 

Application

Super-Ego

Crowd 
Model

Prediction 
Engine

Manual 
Decision User 

Interface

Decision 
Engine

Fig. 1 The architecture of the Super-Ego framework, containing two

main components: a centralized crowd model and a local client,

embedded within the mobile operating system (e.g., Android and iOS)
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To analyze the semantics of a place, we expand a

technique by Do et al. [10], which is based on a combi-

nation of user tagging and statistical analysis. In our

implementation, we ask the participants to annotate a

sample of locations using a closed set of categories. We

then correlate all the user’s locations with the tagged

locations by comparing the number of visits and their time-

of-day. To exemplify the robustness of semantic analysis,

we asked the participants to annotate the places with a set

of the three most basic semantic places: ‘‘home’’, ‘‘work’’

and ‘‘other’’. Home is where the user spend most of the

night time, work is where the user spend most of the day

time, and the ‘‘other’’ place represents any place which is

not either work or home.

The two methods for crowdsourcing management pro-

vide us with the first research question that this research

asks: how effective are these methods for predicting pri-

vacy preferences? In Sect. 5, we answer this question

empirically. Our second research question is rooted in the

usability of crowdsourcing for predicting individual pri-

vacy preferences. Individual users differ significantly from

each other regarding their privacy approaches [27].

Therefore, we can expect variations between crowd pref-

erences and each individual user, a phenomenon that our

results clearly show. Therefore, our second research

question regards the use of general statistical models for

predicting an individual property, and specifically: how can

general crowd model be personalized to predict individual

privacy preferences?

The next step in crowdsourcing privacy management is

to use preference predictions to decide whether to release a

location to the requesting application. In order to do that,

we define a set of decision strategies that take a prediction

generated by the prediction engine and decide whether to

release the location. In this work, we focus on simple

strategies that can be configured using a simple set of two

parameters. A strategy is configured by its threshold for

disclosure and by the level of manual control it requires

from the user. The use of strategies in a framework that

allows both manual and automatic decision making. It

raises a question which is critical to the understanding of

assimilating automatic privacy management in a privacy-

sensitive context-awareness framework: what is the impact

of manual decision delegation on the automation, accuracy

and overall performance of decision strategies?

3.3 Crowd-based predictions

The privacy predictions are based on a linear regression

model that takes a set of privacy preferences and produce a

prediction for the preference a given user would give to a

given location. Each preference is relevant to a given

location, lk, which is a longitude/latitude pair, clustered

within a perimeter of 30 m (the radius of an average

house). Crowd preferences are represented as a set of

scores su
l 2 ½0; 1�, where each score is a number between 0

and 1 (0—not willing to share, 1—very willing to share),

given by an individual user u visiting the location lk. We

define a summary function, S, that averages the scores

given for a set of locations L by the set of users that visited

the locations UL:

SðLÞ ¼ 1

jLj
X

ui2L
sui

k

Based on the general summary function, we define three

specific summaries that averages the scores for places,

semantic categories and users. We construct a selection

function that selects all preferences in locations which are

distanced r meters from the desired location:

SplaceðlkÞ ¼ Sflijdisðli; lkÞ\rg

To implement semantic-based prediction, we assign a

semantic category to each location C : lk !
fc1; c2; . . .; cmg. In this paper, we look at three simple

semantic categories: rangeðCÞ ¼ fhome;work; otherg. The

semantic prediction selection function selects all locations

that have the same category as the designated location:

SsemanticðlkÞ ¼ SflijCðliÞ ¼ CðlkÞg

To personalize predictions, we define a user bias, a

concept that quantitatively captures the user’s privacy

tendencies, reflecting the difference between the user’s

privacy preferences and the preferences of the general

population. A higher bias means a higher deviation from

the mean. We denote the bias of a user u by ru, and define

it as a subtraction of the of the user’s average score, lu

from l, the average score of the general population:

ru = lu - l.

We define the expected privacy preference for a user u

and a location lk as a linear combination model of the

predictive variables (note that ru is taken as a constant as it

is unrelated to any single location). The values pk
u are fitted

using a multivariate linear regression, where a, b and c are

the regression coefficients and � is the error variable (rep-

resenting the noise in the model).

pu
k ¼ a � SplaceðlkÞ þ b � SsemanticðlkÞ þ c � ru þ �k

In the equation above, each selection function returns the

average of the preferences for the place, semantic category

and user, respectively. In Sect. 5, we show how the pre-

diction model fares with actual data.
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3.4 Decision strategies

The decision engine takes the prediction generated by the

prediction engine and computes a decision based on a

decision strategy, a construct that is used to configure the

decision algorithm and to set the extent of manual inter-

vention the decision algorithm will yield. Strategies are

represented using two threshold values tmanual and tdisclose,

each in the range of the [0,1], and tdisclose� tmanual. We

define the decision engine as a function that discloses the

location if the prediction is higher than tdisclose that asks the

user to manually decide if the prediction is between tdisclose

and tmanual, and denies the location if the prediction is

lower than tmanual. By limiting the possible strategies to

those that can be represented using the two threshold val-

ues, we are able to quantitatively analyze the strategies’

properties and performance.

Let us exemplify the way the model of the decision

engine works using the following scenario. A mobile

application requests a location, lk. The prediction for that

location is 0.85. If the prediction is lower than tmanual, the

location is disclosed, if the ratio is between tmanual and

tdisclose, then the user is asked to weigh in on the decision,

and if the ratio is higher than tdisclose, then the location is

disclosed without any user intervention. For example, if

tdisclose = 0.8, then the location will be disclosed. Setting

the thresholds can yield dramatically different behavior. If

the strategy is set as: S ¼ ftmanual ¼ 0; tdisclose ¼ 1g, then

the decision engine is fully manual, as all predictions will

be above the manual threshold and below the disclose

threshold. In that case, the outcome of our example sce-

nario is manual. If the strategy is set as: S ¼ ftmanual ¼
0:5; tdisclose ¼ 0:5g then the decision is fully automated as

all ratio values will be either smaller than tmanual or

higher than tdisclose. In a semi-automatic strategy, the

threshold values will be set up in some distinctive way

that would reflect the desired amount and nature of user

intervention.

In evaluating the strategies, we had devised and imple-

mented three strategies that represent the three basic modes

of decision making:

• Fully manual strategy (M): all requests are decided as

manual, such that S ¼ ftmanual ¼ 0; tdisclose ¼ 1g.
• Fully automatic strategy (A): all requests are decided

automatically, such that S ¼ ftmanual ¼ x; tdisclose ¼ xg
• semi-automatic (SM): in this strategy,

tdisclose ¼ tmanual þ D, where D is a ’’gap‘‘ constant that

is set up to the average standard deviation of all

disclosure rates in the crowd model. In our experi-

ments, D ¼ 0:229.

The automatic and manual strategies were designed to

understand the boundaries of the automation/accuracy

tradeoff. The semi-automatic strategy represents the base-

line for comparison for both of the tradeoff extremes,

searching for a balance between accuracy and automation

using different approaches for decision making.

4 Evaluation methodology

In this section, we provide an overview of our study, and

we describe the software that was used to conduct the

study, and define the analysis methods used in the

evaluation.

4.1 Experimental setup

The crowdsourcing methodology was evaluated in a

2-week user study in which we asked 30 participants (16

females and 14 males), to provide privacy preferences for

the locations they had visited. Participants were recruited

from the university population using flyers and mailing

lists. For their efforts, participants received a 40$ com-

pensation voucher at the end of the study. The university

itself is located at the heart of a large urban area. All the

participants had visited the university at least 2 times

throughout the course of the study. Figure 2 depicts the

client software that was used in the study. The client was

developed in Java and runs on the Android operating sys-

tem (versions 2.0 to 2.3). At the beginning of the study, the

Fig. 2 The client software used for the privacy preferences survey.

The software presents the survey interface, including a map of the

surveyed location and the related question
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participants were asked to install our client software on

their own phones, using their own data plans.

The client software pops up an online surveys that were

presented to the participants between two to three times a

day, in which they were asked to provide privacy prefer-

ences for the places they visited. The survey system was

designed to support maximal coverage of the places visited

by the participant while preserving battery and data usage.

Each survey was based on the last location that was visited

by the participant, tracked by GPS and WiFi positioning. In

order to preserve battery life, the locations were observed

in 15-min intervals. To omit in-transit locations, which are

not comparable between participants, the application had

only selected locations in which the participant had stayed

for at least 20 min. In order to survey as many locations as

possible, if a particular location was surveyed at least 2

times during the study, the application did not survey that

location again, and instead selected other locations that

were not surveyed before. As a result, some much-visited

locations, such as the participant’s home, was omitted

gradually from the survey, and the time that passed

between the actual visit and the survey was between 0 and

6 h. The survey included a map of the location and a ref-

erence to the time in which the participant had visited the

location.

The participants were asked to indicate how willing they

are in sharing particular locations with location-aware

applications using a 1–4 Likert scale. In the pre-study

survey, our research assistant had explained to the partic-

ipants that the sharing is relevant to three location-aware

applications: Google Latitude, Facebook Places and Lo-

calmind. The participants received explanations regarding

how these applications work and what they can potentially

do with the location information. While the explanations

can potentially bias the participants’ privacy approach, we

believed that without any prior information about emerging

location sharing technologies, participants would not been

able to make a knowledgable decision regarding their

location sharing. We had picked these three applications

specifically, to provide a mix of applications that use

location in a social context (e.g., Latitude and Places), to

people in the users’ social network (e.g., Facebook Places)

and to strangers in an anonymous way (e.g., Localmind).

At the end of the study, participants were asked to annotate

all the locations they visited with the semantic categories:

each location was displayed to the participant on a map,

and the user selected the appropriate category.

4.2 Data analysis

We divide our analysis into three parts: preprocessing,

analyzing prediction results and analyzing decision strate-

gies results. In preprocessing, the scores are normalized to

a [0,1] range by dividing the Likert score by 4. The second

step in preprocessing is to semantically analyze the loca-

tions as described in Sect. 3.3. To analyze the prediction

results, we compare the actual scores made by participants

to the predicted scores produced to different prediction

methods. In order to measure accuracy, we define a loss

function for penalizing errors in prediction. Given pk
u as the

prediction for user u and location k, and sk
u as the actual

score for that user and that location, we define the loss

function as the squared error: ek
u = (sk

u - pk
u)2. This type of

loss function was chosen as it quantifies how different is

the prediction from the actual score, because both the score

and the prediction are on a continuos scale, and because it

penalizes gross errors.

In our analysis, we focus on evaluating the accuracy of

the prediction methods, which range from being relatively

simple to more complex. We base the notation on the linear

regression model presented in Sect. 3.3:

• Simple: This method is based solely on the place-based

prediction, predicting the preference according to the

preferences of other users for the same place.

• Semantic: This method is based on a combination of the

place and semantic methods, predicting the preferences

according to the preferences for the same place, or for

the same type of place.

• Semantic/biased: This method is based on all three

selection functions and is called biased as it takes the

user bias as part of the model.

Decision strategies, which use the predictions to make a

sharing decision, are analyzed on two dimensions: accu-

racy and automation. This methodology simulates how

strategies impact the user experience, in terms of the sat-

isfaction from the framework’s decisions and the burden

required from the user. If a decision engine involves the

user in every decision, it might get perfect results, but

would compromise the usability of the application through

excessive user burden. On the other hand, if an engine

requires no manual intervention, its accuracy can be

mediocre. The objective of our evaluation methodology is

to enable us to characterize how well a strategy fits in this

tradeoff between accuracy and automation, and help us

identify good strategies that balance these two important

aspects.

We assume that we run a decision engine on a set of

predictions. The outcome of the decision process can be

either a positive decision (disclose), negative (denied) or

manual. We evaluate the decision strategy by comparing

it to the score actually given by the user. We define a

binary loss function that evaluates the decisions. We

assume that the user is always satisfied with the result of a

manual decision, and therefore manual decisions are

always considered true. Therefore, information retrieval
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categorization can be used on the output of the decision

engine, resulting in four categories: true positives (tp), false

positives (fp), true negatives (tn) and false negatives (fn).

We are able to categorize observations by comparing the

prediction to the actual preference of the study participant.

On the basis of this categorization, we employ standard

information retrieval measurements, namely precision,

recall and accuracy. We evaluate the overall accuracy

using the standard accuracy function used in information

retrieval, giving equal weights to both measures:

accuracyðSÞ ¼ tpþtn
tpþtnþfpþfn.

To evaluate the user involvement for each of the strat-

egies, we count the number of manual decisions and the

number of automatic decisions. We define the user

involvement of a given strategy as the ratio between

automatic decisions and the overall number of decisions.

We denote by a the number of decisions taken autonomi-

cally by the decision engine, and by m the number of

decisions sent to the user. We define the automation

measure as: automationðSÞ ¼ a
mþa.

The two measures, accuracy and automation, reflect,

respectively, how well an algorithm decides regarding a set

of locations, and how much user intervention is required. To

evaluate the overall performance of an algorithm, configured

by a strategy, we developed a simple combined measure,

which we call the combined score (or ‘‘combined’’ for

short). We define the score as follows: combinedðSÞ ¼
a � automationðSÞ þ ð1� aÞ � accuracyðSÞ. The combined

score is a sum of automation and accuracy, weighted by a

coefficient a 2 ½0; 1� which sets the ratio between the two

measures. For example, when a = 0, a high score would be

given to a strategy with high accuracy with no regard to

automation. When a = 1, the only meaningful measure

would be automation, and when a = 0.5, equal importance

would be given to both measures.

5 Results

In this section, we explain the results in the order of the

crowdsourcing process: first, we describe the results of the

prediction methods for privacy methods and then the

results of the decision strategies. Overall, around 500

locations were ranked by the study participants. The mean

score is 0.67, and the standard deviation is 0.19.

5.1 Evaluating prediction methods

Our first set of results, presented in Fig. 3, compares the

accuracy of three prediction methods: simple, semantic and

semantic/biased, a composition of semantic and user-based

prediction. The methods are compared according to the

error they produce when predicting the value of a given

location request. The differences between the methods are

significant, using a Kruskal–Wallis test, with v2 = 133.80

and p \ 0.0001. The simple method, which uses privacy

predictions from other users for the same location, was

found to be the least efficient, with a median squared error

of 0.3 (out of 1). The simple method is useful for a minority

of the locations ranked by participants. The semantic

method outperforms the simple method by an order of

magnitude, predicting almost 75 % of the locations with an

accuracy a squared error of 0.05. The biased method raises

this proportion to 80 %.

Analyzing the properties of the multiple linear regres-

sion model described in 3.3 provides several insights into

the robustness of semantic and user-based predictions. The

model fits the data well: Adj. R2 = 0.32, p \ 0.001.

Table 1 presents the standardized beta coefficients of the

three predictive variables. Each variable is defined using

the preference selection function. The regression model

regresses over those three averages. If the place was not

visited by any other participants, then the average overall

score was assigned to the prediction for the place variable.

About 60 % of all locations were not visited by a single

participant, while a third of the remaining 40 % were

visited by only two participants. Therefore, the prediction

power of the place variable is rather limited in the general

place. Specifically, the method fared low even with our

study population, which were concentrated in a tight geo-

graphical perimeter. On the contrary, the semantic variable

provides superior prediction power as it provides some

prediction for every given location. The semantic model

explains about 35 % of the variability even with our three

simple categories: ‘‘home’’, ‘‘work’’ and ‘‘other’’.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of three privacy prediction methods according to

the error they produce at the Y axis. The middle line represents the

median point, the box borders represent the 1st and 2nd quartiles

around the median, and the black points represent outliers. A higher
value signifies a higher error value
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Figure 4 provides an insight into the effectiveness of

semantic-based prediction: the score distribution patterns

of the three semantic categories are very different and have

completely different score patterns. The semantic method

bridges the main limitation of the simple method, namely

the low probability of covering a location by adequate

number of other users. The average score and the distri-

bution are quite different for all categories, which makes

the prediction quite feasible. Users are more likely to share

their work location, less likely to share their home loca-

tions and are even less likely to share other locations.

These results are very much in accordance with previous

research that explored empirical models of location sharing

[25]. A more in-depth analysis of the ‘‘other’’ category

might increase the number of significant patterns and the

overall efficiency of the semantic method.

The user bias summarizes the average privacy prefer-

ences of the user for all location, apart from the location

that we wish to predict. The average participant had pro-

vided privacy preferences for 15 distinct locations, which

means that the prediction was based on average of pref-

erences for 14 other locations. The effectiveness of the

bias, which explain around 40 % of the variability of the

score, reflects the individual approaches toward privacy.

Different users have different scoring patterns: some user’s

average score 0.3, while others have an average score of

0.8. Adding the user’s average score to the prediction

model personalizes the prediction according to the user’s

score distribution.

5.2 Evaluating decision strategies

The decision strategies, which take the crowd prediction

and produce a location disclosure decision, differ signifi-

cantly with respect to their accuracy and automation. The

differences between the strategies are significant when

comparing their automation and accuracy. Results were

obtained in two-sample independent t tests with unequal

variances, with p \ 0.001 for every strategy pair. Figure 5

describes the accuracy of each strategy, for different

threshold tmanual values. As we assume that all manual

decisions are correct (true positives and true negatives), it

is not surprising that the manual strategy (M) has perfect

accuracy. The fully automatic strategy (A) is producing

reasonable results, when compared to similar information

retrieval problems. It exhibits a maximal accuracy of 0.8,

with precision of 0.83 and recall of 0.801. However, the

automatic strategy is outperformed by the semi-automatic

approach, as it forwards the decision to the user to manu-

ally intervene when deciding on some of the location

contexts.

The semi-automatic approach reaches the best accuracy

when the threshold is set to 0.7. At that point, the approach

provides an accuracy of 0.9 with precision of 0.9 and recall

of 0.98. This boost in accuracy can be explained by turning

to manual intervention, which results in true positives and

true negatives, thus increasing both the recall and precision

of the strategy. Furthermore, as the decision algorithm

outputs location contexts with medium grades as manual

Table 1 An analysis of the three prediction variables, showing their

beta coefficients and p values

Variable b SE p

Ssemantic 0.359 0.03 p \ 0.001

Suser 0.40 0.08 p \ 0.001

Splace 0.08 0.15 p = 0.19

With the three variables, the model fits 81 % of the information

required to predict privacy preference

Fig. 4 The score density for each of the semantic categories. Higher

score represents higher willingness to share the location. White points
denote the median (1 for work, 0.75 for home, and 0.5 for other) and

the black line represents the two quartiles around the median. The

body of the graph depicts the distribution graph for each category
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Fig. 5 Accuracy: The accuracy versus the threshold value tmanual for

each of the three strategies. Each point represents the average

accuracy of all observations for a given threshold. The manual

strategy has perfect accuracy as we assume that the user’s decisions

are always accurate
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results, they receive a boost exactly where automatic

algorithms will risk outputting a decision that will be either

false positive or false negative.

Figure 6 presents the levels of automation for each of

the strategies. Naturally, the fully manual approach has no

automation, and at the same time, the fully automatic

strategy has maximal automation regardless of the thresh-

old. The automation of the semi-automatic strategy is

based on the threshold value. We see that the highest levels

of automation are received in either a very low threshold

(where most requests are denied) or a very high threshold

(where most requests are allowed.) The reason for this

phenomena is the variability of the scoring patterns. The

variability of the scores is highest when the threshold is

between 0.675 and 0.825. In this range, the threshold

captures the scores that are consternated around the mean,

where the variability of the participants’ scores is maximal.

In this range, the locations are not very private (e.g., home)

or very public (e.g., the university lawn), but contain a

mixture of private and public locations, resulting in a

higher variability. The semi-manual strategy deals well

with high variability of the scores, as lower-scored loca-

tions can be delegated to the manual decision. At the

0.675–0.825 threshold range, the semi-automatic strategy

delegates 1 out of 10 requests to the user. As a result, the

accuracy increases and at the same time the automation

decreases.

To design a usable and trustworthy system, automation

and accuracy should be balanced. Figure 7 shows the

combined score for all strategies, with a variable threshold

and five sub-diagrams according to a variable a value. The

combined score is configured by the a coefficient, where

a = 1 gives all the weight on accuracy and a = 0 gives all

weight to automation. The sub-diagrams in Fig. 7 are

ordered from left to right according to the a values, ranging

from giving full weight to automation (on the left) and full

weight to accuracy (on the right). Here, we see a general-

ization of the results shown in Figs. 5 and 6, expressing an

accuracy-automation tradeoff. The manual strategy has

constant accuracy, and therefore it is dependent only on the

a value, having the worst combined score when a = 0 and

the best combined score when a = 1. Similarly, the com-

bined score of the automatic strategy is linearly decreasing

as it is dependent on the proportion of accuracy in the

overall score. The tradeoff is particularly telling when it

comes to the semi-automatic approaches. The semi-auto-

matic strategy trades automation with accuracy and is less

sensitive to the a value than the automatic approach. The

variable approach outperforms the constant strategy when

automation plays a meaningful role in the combined score

(0.58 \ a\ 0.7), as it is relatively less dependent on

manual input to provide accuracy. The Pareto optimality of

the both the accuracy and the automation is achieved when

a = 0.62.

6 Discussion

In this section, we take an overview of our findings with

respect to the open issues faced by the research commu-

nity. Specifically, we examine three issues: the viability of

crowdsourcing for privacy preference, the tradeoff between

automation and accuracy and the third is ad hoc decision

strategies for context sharing. We follow this discussion

with a sub-section about limitations of our study and issues

regarding crowd privacy.

Crowdsourcing is used mainly to build a general

knowledge model, which is not personalized to specific

user models. However, our results section shows that we

can predict some of the privacy preferences of individual

users. That does not mean that crowdsourcing can be used

directly to decide instead of users. But our results do show

that mixing automatic and manual decision making can

achieve relatively high accuracy with reasonable level of

user burden (i.e., asking the user to decide on one out of ten

decisions.) Our results show that semantic analysis and

personalization are crucial for predicting privacy prefer-

ences. As the literature of privacy preferences repeatedly

tell us, people have distinct privacy preferences that follow

profiles such as those described by Alan Westin: privacy

fundamentals, privacy pragmatists and unconcerned [27].

The a value, which adjusts the tradeoff between automation

and accuracy, can be used to personalize the user experi-

ence for different categories of users. For example, the

system will set a to 0.9 for a privacy fundamentalist and to

0.5 for an unconcerned user.

The second issue is managing the tradeoff between

automation and accuracy in questions related to privacy.

The research community and the media are well aware that
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Fig. 6 Automation: The automation versus the threshold value tmanual

for each strategy. Each point represents the average automation for all

observations for a given threshold. The automatic strategy has full

automation for any threshold while the manual strategy has none
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one of the main problems in managing privacy is its sub-

stantial requests on the user’s time and effort [5, 6, 23]. The

Super-Ego framework manifests this tradeoff as part of its

inherent mechanism, making it possible to configure the

relations between automation and accuracy. The simple

framework we propose for evaluation presented in Sect. 4.2

can be used to systematically evaluate the tension between

automation and accuracy in user studies and for different

algorithms.

The third issue relates to using Super-Ego in solutions

for managing context information using a combination of

ad hoc decision strategies solutions and pre-defined rules.

Several works have shown how pre-defined specifications

of rules, conflict specifications and roles can effectively be

employed in privacy-sensitive context awareness [5, 7, 14,

26]. Combining rule-based decision models with ad hoc

decision models, such as Super-Ego, can result in usable

privacy management systems. In a combined approach, the

user’s known restrictions can be expressed directly using a

rule-based interface. Unexpected situations, which are not

well defined by rules, can be handled by Super-Ego, with

its combination of automatic and manual decision

processes.

6.1 Limitations and future work

The approach we present in this paper is limited in several

ways. First, Super-Ego requires knowledge about location

disclosure behavior from the general population. While

widespread adoption of Super-Ego can eventually lead to

create such a knowledge base, it is currently nonexistent.

Moreover, in this paper, we do not resolve potential pri-

vacy risks that stem from sharing historical location con-

text disclosure decisions. The second limitation is the

architecture of Super-Ego, which requires all context

requests to go through a single filtering layer. This property

can eventually limit the applicability of the approach. The

third limitation regards the methods we use to analyze

locations and scores. In this work, we had shown that the

overall accuracy and performance of crowdsourcing is

promising, even with very simple methods. A combination

of more sophisticated methods can yield better predictions

and handle situations in which malicious parties try to

game the system through wrongful input. The fourth lim-

itation is the equal weight we give to false positives and

false negatives. In most scenarios, the outcome of a

wrongful disclosure of a private location can be considered

more harmful than denying a mobile application of a

location. Fifth, we do not take into account in the decision

process the different applications that request the infor-

mation, and the different uses the applications might use

the location context for. Finally, it is important to

emphasize that we have not tested how crowdsourcing

would be used by actual users. Our user study merely

predicted their preferences rather than testing how sug-

gestions would be used in the real world.

6.2 Crowd privacy

This paper aims to improve users’ privacy management,

but if privacy crowdsourcing frameworks are implemented

naively, they can create new privacy risks to the users.

Storing the preference information on a centralized server

can expose the users to security and privacy breaches, and

in any case requires a great deal of trust. Defining and

proving privacy protection measures for privacy crowd-

sourcing is part of our future work, but we can point out to

a number of methods that can be used to improve the

privacy of the system. First, a distributed architecture can

be used to remove some of the privacy threats. The indi-

vidual privacy bias, the Suser(u) part of the prediction

regression, can be computed and stored on the user’s client

software and not be distributed to the server. Second,

summarizing techniques can be used to cloak the identity

of users in other elements of the crowdsourcing data.

The preferences for the semantic location type, that is,
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Fig. 7 The combined score versus a variable threshold for each of the

strategies, given according to 5 a values from 0 (on the left) to 1 (on the

right). The combined score weights accuracy bya and weights automation

by 1 - a, such that: combined ¼ a�automationþ ð1� aÞ�accuracy. In

each of the five a value settings, we show the combined score depending

on a moving threshold
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Ssemantic(lk), can be summarized and represented by the

mean value and standard deviation of preferences for every

semantic location type.

The preferences for the unique locations are posing the

most serious challenge in protecting users’ privacy, as

these preferences cannot distributed or summarized.

However, k-anonymity measures for location-based ser-

vices, as suggested by Gedik and Liu [12], can be used to

provide a guaranteed level of anonymity to users. The

system can be tuned to save preference information for

locations that were visited by k or more unique users,

giving users a k - 1 protection for being recognized.

While k-anonymity methods are vulnerable in situations

where the sensitive information is not diverse enough [18] ,

this is not the case in this particular problem. The privacy

preferences information contains only the sharing score for

a particular location, and the score can be easily diversified

without losing the original preference distribution.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a method for helping users

manage their privacy in context-aware systems by

employing crowdsourcing architecture. We have imple-

mented and evaluated our approach for a particular type of

context: locations sensed by the mobile device and dis-

closed to mobile applications. We present an architecture

in which a filtering layer, called Super-Ego, is placed

between the mobile platform’s operating system and

mobile applications that require the user’s context infor-

mation. As mitigating the task of deciding about the release

of every location to the user will compromise the usability

of the framework, we develop and evaluate a model for

decision strategies that combine automated methods and

manual intervention.

The evaluation of Super-Ego is based on a user study in

which 30 participants have provided privacy preferences

for a period of 2 weeks. The empirical evaluation portrayed

the tradeoff between accuracy and automation with respect

to different decision strategies, including manual, auto-

matic and various semi-automatic approaches. While a

fully automated approach delivers reasonable results (pre-

dicting the privacy preferences for 80 % of the locations),

they are less accurate than manual and semi-automatic

approaches. Our results show that having the user interfere

in even a small part of the location contexts boosts the

accuracy of the decision process. While user intervention

reduces the automation of a given strategy, it is possible to

quantify and adapt the strategy to the desired amount of

user involvement.

The findings in this paper open several possibilities for

future work, apart from working on the limitations

presented in Sect. 6.1. One course of research involves

exploring additional dimensions of crowdsourcing,

including more sophisticated context sensing using the

user’s activities and more detailed privacy preferences

collection. Another possibility involves a richer obfusca-

tion methods and preference analysis methods. The second

possibility is investigating the impact of accuracy models

that provide different weights to positive and negative

errors. For example, studying the difference between

models that are less tolerant to releasing unwanted loca-

tions than to blocking legitimate locations.
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